Reviewer Finder
Find reviewers in minutes

Reviewer Finder helps you identify reviewers in minutes. Find the right reviewers, identify potential conflicts of interest and expand your reviewer network by inviting researchers to review applications that are relevant to them.

Reviewer Finder enables you to:

- Select the right reviewers across disciplines by identifying precise matches between incoming proposals and potential reviewers
- Choose suitable reviewers by raising awareness about potential applicant/reviewer conflicts of interest
- Simplify the review process by building and managing review committees

How it works

Powered by the Elsevier Fingerprint Engine™ Reviewer Finder produces visual semantic indexes, or Fingerprints, of over four million researchers in the Scopus® database, the world's largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature.

By matching the Fingerprints of individual researchers against the Fingerprint of an incoming proposal, Reviewer Finder automatically suggests reviewers and identifies potential conflicts of interest.

For more information please visit www.info.scival.com or contact your Elsevier representative.